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ABSTRACT The growth of the online review phenomenon, which has expanded from specialised trade
magazines to end users via online platforms, has also increasingly involved the cultural heritage of countries,
a source of tourism and growth driver of local economies. Unfortunately, this has been paralleled by the
emergence and spread of the phenomenon of fake reviews, against which the scientific world has developed
language models capable of distinguishing them from the truthful. The application of such models, often
based on deep neural networks with transformer-type architectures, is however limited by the availability
of local language data sets for specific domains, useful for both training and verification. The purpose
of this article is twofold. Firstly, a new data set was created in the Italian language, generally considered
low-resource, relating to the domain of cultural heritage in Italy, by collecting reviews available online,
reorganising them in the form of a data set usable by the language models. Secondly, a baseline of results for
the detection of misleading reviews was constructed by exploiting two widely used language models, namely
BERT and ELECTRA. The performance achieved is interesting, around 95% accuracy and F1 score, using
data set splits between training and testing of 80/20 and 90/10. In addition, SHAP was used as a tool to
support the explicability of AI models: in this way, it was possible to show the usefulness of sentiment
analysis as a support for the recognition of deceptiveness.

INDEX TERMS Italian cultural heritage, data set, fake reviews, sentiment analysis, deceptive.

I. INTRODUCTION
The artistic and cultural heritage of every country needs
substantial resources to be safeguarded from neglect. In order
to find the economic resources necessary for this purpose,
guided tours and exhibitions are often organized to attract
tourists willing to pay both for the services offered and to
enjoy the beauty and history offered by the places visited.

The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and

approving it for publication was Sergio Consoli .

However, the mere staging of such events is not enough to
attract a demanding and not occasional public: the growing
presence of websites and mobile applications that allow peo-
ple to leave an opinion about the services offered and the
state of the places, makes it increasingly necessary to prepare
a targeted offer ready to improve, also to face the rise of
competition due to ranking platforms and their algorithms [1].

In this sense, the exploitation of artificial intelligence tech-
niques leaves ample room for improvement [2], [3]. In par-
ticular, the field of Natural Language Processing (NLP) can
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help to distinguish genuine reviews from fake ones by cor-
rectly directing efforts to modernize and improve the services
offered for cultural heritage. From a technical point of view
there is a wide availability of useful tools that take advantage
of machine learning techniques, on the other hand there is
a strong limitation due to the language of the analysis or the
available data sets: most of the data sets are in English and
it often becomes difficult to obtain satisfactory performance
for different languages, often indicated as low-resource lan-
guages, such as Italian. For example, the literature provides
several review data sets in English language, which have
as object restaurants, hotels or doctors [4], [5], [6], or even
products purchased online [7] or mobile applications [8].

In this paper a new data set in Italian language was pro-
posed, as far as it is known unique in its kind, which has as
object of the reviews several cultural places of interest and
for which there is also an indication related to the polarity
of the sentiment, that is positive or negative: its content
is built taking reviews from several web pages. In order
to build a valid baseline that could be useful for future
comparison, this data set was tested with two of the latest
and most popular classification systems already employed in
other domains to distinguish deceptive and genuine reviews,
namely BERT and ELECTRA. In addition, sentiment infor-
mation was exploited, trying to understand to what extent it
can help in distinguishing true and fake reviews.

The rest of this article is structured as follows: section II
provides the information needed to understand the state
of the art in the literature related to what is proposed,
while section III gives information related to both the
released data set and the language model used to provide
a baseline of performance in the cultural heritage domain;
instead, sections IV and V analyzes and discusses the results
obtained, then section VI reaches conclusions and suggests
possible directions for future work.

II. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORKS
In this section, an overall outlook is provided with regard to
the state of the scientific literature underlying the proposed
article: specifically, section II-A provides a brief view with
regard to the application of the latest computing techniques to
the field of cultural heritage, while section II-B supplies infor-
mation related to the specific task focused on for this paper,
thus the NLP techniques applied. In addition, section II-C
provides details on problem transformation methods for deal-
ing with multi-label problems.

A. CULTURAL HERITAGE DOMAIN: CURRENT
APPROACHES
In the field of cultural heritage, the use of Machine Learning
(ML) andDeep Learning (DL) techniques is still quite limited
today: as a rule, often also due to the non-computer science
background of the personnel employed in this field, the use
of ready-to-use toolboxes based on statistical methods is
preferred, not providing any feedback to the scientific world
on the ML and DL sides. In fact, the thrust coming from the

cultural heritage sector related to ML and DL is predomi-
nantly on computer vision, than on other areas such as the one
covered in this paper, i.e. NLP, that is still limited [9], [10].
In particular, the lack of adequate training datasets further
invalidates the possibilities of using the latest techniques,
whether supervised, semi-supervised or unsupervised. In fact,
it is easier to find application of techniques such as linear and
logistic regression, support vector machines and so on [11],
although the progressive digitization of historical books and
texts will bring about a necessary progression toward lan-
guage models based on deep neural networks, finally having
larger text corpora available to proceed with training. In this
regard, at present, increasing the amount of data sets available
especially in low-resource languages is a necessary step:
although the available pre-trained language models are not
created for the purpose of handling information related to
the cultural heritage domain, the availability of labeled data
sets albeit of modest size finally allows the application of
techniques to fine-tune such models to the specific task.

For these reasons, this paper proposes both a new
Italian-language dataset dedicated to the cultural heritage sec-
tor and a baseline of the performance achievable by employ-
ing state-of-the-art language models.

B. FAKE REVIEW CLASSIFICATION SYSTEMS
The recent proliferation of the review system, as a viaticum
for user evaluation in the quality of a service, has led to
the rapid rise of fraudulent mechanisms aimed at promoting
or denigrating the services and/or product offered, through
bogus reviews designed to alter perceived quality. From a
scientific point of view, the detection of reviews created ad
hoc for such purposes is a major technological challenge:
even the development of automated systems is held back
by the difficulty in finding data sets for training, caused by
the economic motivations of platforms operating in the field.
Therefore, the lack of reliable data leaves ample room for
maneuver for spammers who remain difficult to detect.

Fortunately, the release of large data sets related to plat-
forms such as Amazon or Yelp has nonetheless allowed
experimentation with a variety of techniques, albeit with a
focus on the online sales sector. Reference [12] have provided
an in-depth look at this issue, considering both traditional
machine learning approaches based on statistical techniques
(e.g., Ensemble systems, Support Vector Machines, Random
Forest or Naive Bayes) and deep learning approaches based
on deep neural networks (convolutional, recurrent or genera-
tive). An important distinctionmade in the literature separates
systems into two macrocategories based on whether or not
they use additional information about reviewers [13], such
as their social profiles: such content is often maintained by
companies unwilling to release it freely, partly for privacy
reasons. Therefore, the focus of the proposed approach will
hinge on being able to take full advantage of reviews alone as
the primary information i.e., by relying on linguistic features,
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employing language models based on deep neural networks
such as BERT and ELECTRA.

The creation of a data set for fine-tuning supervised
machine learning systems has always been a cause for discus-
sion in the literature: duplicating or copying and modifying
the collected reviews to create the bogus versions [14] has
been a procedure criticized by many because of the lack of
reliability [5], [15], often replaced by the practice of paying
anonymous workers to obtain bogus pseudo-reviews [5], [6]
but also criticized for the lack of veracity of the reviews
thus obtained, both because of the lack of knowledge of the
domain and the different psychological state and experience
of the workers hired for the purpose [4]. Basically, there is
to date no one procedure considered superior to the others in
terms of the quality of the data set obtained.

Although some attempts have been made with semi-
supervised [16], [17] and unsupervised [4], [18], [19] to
overcome the problem of labeling data sets, more extensive
results in the literature have employed supervised methods
such as Naive Bayes (NB), Logistic Regression (LR), Support
Vector Machines (SVM), Multilayer Perceptron (MLP) or
hybrid [15], [20], [21], [22], or even based on K-Nearest
Neighbors (k-NN) [23].

The proposed approach aims to provide a baseline with
the latest language model-based methods, even for the
Italian-language cultural heritage domain, exploiting the inte-
gration of information content due to sentiment in the fake
review recognition process.

1) SENTIMENT-AWARE SYSTEMS
Experimentation carried out over the past decade in the
research community made it clear how sentiment affected
the characteristics of writing and, consequently, of reviews.
In particular, the predisposition to deception on the part of
writers showed a number of specific patterns: already [24]
had shown a greater bias toward extreme sentiment in decep-
tive reviews than in truthful ones, and this was later confirmed
by [6] and [25], which suggested how a shortage or abundance
of first-person singular pronouns respectively represented
a way to distance oneself from the fake or make physical
presence more credible in, for example, a place.

Earlier attempts to integrate sentiment information within
the systems for detecting deceptive reviews [15], [26] had
already shown improvements by exploiting different fea-
tures of texts, from lexical patterns to syntactic stylome-
try. References [21] and [27] tried to formalize the con-
temporary results by summarizing four key characteristics
of texts, namely comprehensibility, informativeness, writing
style, and cognitive indicators, as the key points to focus on
in order to distinguish authentic and manipulated reviews
according to the positive or negative sentiment expressed.
Instead, [28] have tried to exploit emotions as a discriminator
between true and misleading opinions without obtaining sig-
nificant results. In addition, [29] have tried to construct two
independent components, one dedicated to misleadingness

and one to sentiment, for detecting bogus negative sentiment
reviews. Reference [30] additionally showed how the use of
sentiment could help to obtain classifiers with lower bias,
while [31] showed the presence of correlation of positive
sentiment and truthfulness on the one hand and negative
sentiment and deceptiveness on the other. More recently, [32]
employed hybrid machine learning and deep learning models
associated with external vocabularies to provide numerical
sentiment evaluation of reviews, while [33] combined senti-
ment information from an additional external labeling process
into BERT embeddings.

What emerges from a review of the recent literature is
how the more recent linguistic models, such as BERT and
ELECTRA, have been little used in the context of integrating
the information content from sentiment analysis with the
deceptiveness characteristics of the text, even more so when
dropped into the context of cultural heritage, although its
potential in the use of sentiment has been glimpsed [34], [35],
[36], [37].

C. MULTIPLE LABELS: PROBLEM
TRANSFORMATION METHODS
As mentioned earlier, the growth of the rating system through
reviews in recent years has been market-driven: when think-
ing about streaming services, it is evident how the need to
provide suggestions that are increasingly in line with user
needs has required a refinement of multi-label rating systems
to identify the different genres in which to frame the products
offered, such as in music [38], [39] or movie [40], [41]
streaming services.

Said l ∈ L (|L| > 1) to be the single label associ-
ated with the example to be classified, if the set of disjoint
labels L is equal to or greater than 2 a binary or multi-class
classification problem occurs, respectively. In the multi-label
case each example is no longer associated with l but with
the set Y ⊆ L, with L no longer a disjoint set. Already
with |L| = 2, four combinations are possible therefore four
possible classifications of the example: the concepts of binary
and multi-class classification are lost because the classes are
no longer mutually exclusive [42].

Therefore, multi-label problems have been addressed
through problem transformation methods: in particular, the
most basic, called Binary Relevance (BR) methods, have
consisted of transforming to multiple binary problems with
as many binary classifiers for each label or to multiple
multi-class problems but in each case showing limitations
due to the inability to model dependencies between labels.
The consequent evolution due to the need to overcome the
limitation consisted of the Chain Classifier method, in which
single-label classifiers are cascaded in such a way as to have
view of both the example to be classified and the result
provided for a different label by the previous binary classifier.
Finally, a further approach, to which the work proposed in
this paper draws on, is the Label Powerset (LP) method,
which transforms the multi-label problem into a single-class,
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single-label problem by defining the powerset as a set of
2L possible combinations: this takes into account the depen-
dencies between labels and allows for better performance
than the BR and Chain Classifier methods, but it runs into
computational complexity that grows exponentially with L.
In particular, assuming [n,m] the pair of labels related to
deceptiveness and sentiment polarity and thus being L =

2 then |P| = 4 occurs.
Other more complex methods, called algorithm adapta-

tion such as Multi-Label k-NN or Instance-Based Learning
based on LR or Back-Propagation for Multi-Label Learning
(BP-MLL), have tried to solve such problems in their own
space without simplifying them: by employing modern deep
learning-based language models such as BERT and ELEC-
TRA, it is possible to automatically manage the feature space
in the multi-label domain and, in the case of the proposed
study, to understand the extent to which sentiment informa-
tion can help improve performance in recognizing misleading
reviews.

III. MATERIAL AND METHODS
This section introduces the proposed Italian Cultural Heritage
data set in section III-A, while section III-B introduces the
architectures of the language models used to build the pro-
vided baseline.

A. ITALIAN CULTURAL HERITAGE (ICH) DATA SET
The creation of the Italian Cultural Heritage (ICH) data set
draws inspiration from the data set Deceptive Opinion Spam
Corpus v1.4 1 (DOSC) [5], [6], from which the scope of the
reviews and the size change: in the latter case, reviews were
collected for 20 hotels in Chicago, for a total of 1600 reviews
perfectly distributed between true, fake, with both positive
and negative sentiment; in the case of the ICH data set it refers
to the scope of Italian cultural heritage, particularly those of
the city of Naples, and there are 800 reviews divided as shown
in Table 1. Specifically, 10 positive and 10 negative reviews
were collected for each of the 20 chosen places in the city of
Naples (in Italian Napoli), namely:

1) Napoli Sotterranea
2) Cappella Museo Sansevero
3) Galleria Borbonica
4) Catacombe di San Gennaro
5) Museo Archeologico Nazionale di Napoli
6) Teatro di San Carlo
7) Castel Sant’Elmo
8) Palazzo Reale
9) Cimitero delle Fontanelle

10) Reggia di Carditello - Real Sito di Carditello
11) Via San Gregorio Armeno
12) Lungomare Caracciolo
13) Spaccanapoli
14) Castel dell’Ovo
15) Complesso Monumentale di Santa Chiara

1https://myleott.com/op-spam. html

TABLE 1. Italian Cultural Heritage dataset composition.

16) Duomo di Napoli
17) Piazza del Plebiscito
18) Chiesa del Gesù Nuovo
19) Toledo (Art Metro Station)
20) Porta Nolana

In addition, the average length of the collected reviews is
about 61 words per review.

In the case of the DOSC data set, truthful reviews were col-
lected from different platforms such as TripAdvisor, Expedia,
Hotels.com, Orbitz, Priceline, and Yelp, considering positive
those with 5 stars and negative those with 1 or 2 stars.
In contrast, in the case of the ICH data set, the reviews con-
sidered true were collected exclusively from the TripAdvisor
platform, considering positive those with a 4 or 5 star rating
while negative those with 1 or 2 stars. Regarding the fake
reviews, those in the DOSC data set were collected through
Amazon Mechanical Turk2 (AMT) crowd-sourcing service,
while in the case of the ICH data set, a different approach was
preferred, constructing the fake reviews from the true ones
that were appropriately modified.

Creating a data set of fake reviews is generally a complex
task and exposes itself to several criticisms however one
proceeds, so it needs clarification. This is because, generally,
the peculiar case of data sets of fake reviews suffers from the
problem of collecting and distinguishing into true and false
the basic constituent element of the data set itself, namely the
review.

The very fact of considering the review acquired by a site
such as TripAdvisor as true may not be properly correct and
vitiated by the presence of a filtering mechanism, proprietary
to the platform. For obvious reasons of intellectual prop-
erty protection, such filtering algorithms are not generally
available to the scientific community for analysis but, even
by virtue of the commercial reasons behind them, they can
be considered bona fide since their goal is to protect both
the good name of the platform itself and those who read by
trusting it.

Similarly, constructing the misleading part of such a data
set can be done in different ways, all of which can be criticized
for different aspects. In the case of the DOSC data set, the
authors created 1600 Human Intelligence Tasks in the AMT
platform, offering a $1 reward for Turks residing in the US,
providing two constraints, namely 30 minutes to complete
the task and only one author per review (to avoid confusing
classifiers with different writing styles): the Turks pretended
to work for or visit the indicated hotel then wrote the review
while the authors flunked reviews found to be too short or

2https://www.mturk.com/
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copied. In contrast, as mentioned above, in the case of the
ICH dataset it was decided to proceed differently: in partic-
ular, reviews that were considered to be true were given to
3 practitioners working in the cultural heritage sector and they
were asked to work cooperatively on each review in order to
construct a similar one that expressed through some variation
(e.g. of vocabulary or by substituting original phrases with
invented ones) a similar sentiment to the original one. For
example:

La cooperativa onlus La Paranza ha dato vita a
questo sogno: dare dignità al quartiere Sanità, por-
tando tanti turisti grazie alle Catacombe. Ci sono
riusciti! Anche solo per questi ragazzi e per il loro
sogno vale la pena visitarle. Noi siamo stati fortu-
nati perchè alla visita era associato un aperitivo a
base di birra e taralli molto buoni! Le catacombe
sono tenute molto bene e le spiegazioni sono state
interessanti ed esaustive. Molto brava la guida!
English version: The non-profit cooperative La
Paranza gave life to this dream: to give dignity to
the Sanità neighborhood, bringing many tourists
thanks to the Catacombs. They have succeeded!
If only for these guys and their dream, they are
worth visiting. We were lucky because the visit was
associated with an aperitif of beer and very good
taralli! The catacombs are very well kept and the
explanations were interesting and comprehensive.
Very good the guide!

This sample review is part of the set of true positives: in
principle, for the reader, some detail regarding the informa-
tion of the lived experience shines through. If, on the other
hand, one reads the bogus positive version:

Le catacombe di San Gennaro sono di gran
lunga uno dei migliori siti culturali che io e la
mia famiglia abbiamo avuto il piacere di visitare
durante il nostro soggiorno a Napoli. Il servizio di
guida nel sito è il migliore che si possa desiderare,
per non parlare di quello che c’è da vedere che è
da morire. Questo è un ottimo posto per portare
la famiglia a vivere un’avventura in un luogo mis-
terioso e antico. Consiglierei questo luogo a chi-
unque. 5 stelle!
English version: The Catacombs of San Gennaro
are by far one of the best cultural sites my family
and I have had the pleasure of visiting during our
stay in Naples. The guide service at the site is the
best you could ask for, not to mention what there is
to see is to die for. This is a great place to take the
family on an adventure to a mysterious and ancient
place. I would recommend this place to anyone.
5 stars!

What emerges is a general description, not too detailed,
which is usually a harbinger of deceptiveness, as well as not
exclusively employing the first person singular but trying to
change the subject, trying to shift the blame for the false at

TABLE 2. Hyper-parameters of BERTBASE based models.

least from a psychological point of view, and thus distanc-
ing oneself from what one is writing. This situation, which
has already been extensively analyzed in the literature [6],
is one of the features that classification systems based on
deep learning techniques, albeit in their complex dimensional
space, can take into account in order to effectively distinguish
true and fake reviews. Similarly with regard to sentiment,
exaggeration is often a symptom of falsehood [24], [25],
hence the possibility of exploiting sentiment analysis as an
advantage.

B. ARCHITECTURES
In the following, a general description of the BERT architec-
tures in Section III-B1 and ELECTRA in Section III-B2 is
provided, while Section III-B3 provides some implementa-
tion details specific to this case study and common to the two
architectures.

1) BERT
Although the field of cultural heritage is highly specialized,
if not niche from the point of view of the NLP field, the
development of the latest language models based on deep
learning techniques has made it possible to easily adapt and
employ such tools in the most diverse domains. Bidirectional
Encoder Representations from Transformers, also known as
BERT and proposed by [43], is an architecture based on
transformer-type deep neural networks [44], of which the
generally most widely usedmodel is provided in a pre-trained
form, that is, with a pre-established linguistic knowledge base
thanks to training carried out on huge text corpora managed
by processors with high computational capacity. Thanks to
this, it is then possible to start from the pre-trained model
and carry out what is called fine-tuning, that is, specializing
the model on specific texts and tasks for its intended purpose,
be it sentiment analysis, named entity recognition or any other
NLP task. The advantage lies in the ability of the model
to retain prior knowledge in the innermost neural network
layers by generalizing them, so by replacing or varying the
outermost layers it is possible to specialize it flexibly without
losing pre-existing information. In particular, in order to carry
out fine-tuning, it is necessary to employ a number of hyper
parameters whose values directly influence the results that
can be obtained: the main ones are given directly in Table 2.
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The architecture of BERT also involves the use of two
particular tokens, [CLS] and [SEP]. The first is a vector of
size H , i.e., the size of the hidden layers, which is obtained
at the output and has the task of representing the entire
sequence to be provided as input to a subsequent arbitrary
classifier. The second one performs the task of a separator
between sentences, with use varying according to specific
tasks. In addition, the use of the WordPieceModel-based
tokenizer [45], which divides words into common subwords,
allows better handling of the out-of-vocabulary (OOV) word
problem, as well as also reducing the size of the vocabulary
itself.

The input of the final classification layer is provided by the
last hidden layer and denoted as a vector C ∈ RH . Provided
instead the parameter matrix of the classification layer W ∈

RKxH with K number of categories, then the probability P for
each category is given by:

P = softmax(CW T ) (1)

a: TRANSFORMER
[44] introduced the transformer,the most important com-
ponent of the BERT architecture. As introduced above,
if sequences of sub-words x and y are considered, the BERT
architecture put the [CLS] token before x and [SEP] after both
x and y. E and LN will be the embedding function and the
normalization layer respectively. The embedding is obtained
as:

ĥ0i = E(xi) + E(i) + E(1x) (2)

ĥ0j+|x| = E(yj) + E(j+ |x|) + E(1y) (3)

ĥ0. = Dropout(LN (ĥ0. )) (4)

Therefore the embedding encountersat firstM transformer
blocks where, considered FF the Feed Forward layer and
GELU the element-wise Gaussian Error Linear Units acti-
vation function [46] while MHSA is the Multi-Heads Self-
Attention function respectively, it results:

ĥ.i+1 = Skip(FF, Skip(MHSA, h.i)) (5)

Skip(f , h) = LN (h+ Dropout(f (h))) (6)

FF(h) = GELU (hW1
⊤

+ b1)W2
⊤

+ b2 (7)

where hi∈R(|x|+|y|)×dh ,W1∈R4dh×dh ,b1∈R4dh ,W2∈R4dh×dh ,
b2∈R4dh and the new ĥi position is:

[. . . , ĥi, . . .] = MHSA([h1, . . . , h|x|+|y|])

= WoConcat(h1i , . . . , h
N
i ) + bo (8)

In each attention head results:

hji =

|x|+|y|∑
k=1

Dropout(α(i,j)
k )Wj

V hk (9)

a(i,j)k =

exp
(Wj

Qhi)
⊤Wj

K hk
√
dh/N∑|x|+|y|

k ′=1 exp
(Wj

Qhi)
⊤Wj

K hk′
√
dh/N

(10)

where, said N the number of attention heads, hji∈R(dh/N ),
Wo∈Rdh×dh , bo∈Rdh andWj

Q,W
j
K ,W

j
V∈Rdh/N×dh .

2) ELECTRA
ELECTRA, that stands for Efficiently Learning an Encoder
that Classifies Token Replacements Accurately, is an inno-
vative method for learning language representation in a
self-supervised and less computationally intensive way and
was proposed by [47]. Based on transformer networks, its
pre-training involves two transformer models called Gener-
ator G and Discriminator D: the former predicts [MASK]
tokens and replaces them with fakes in the input sequence,
the latter is trained to detect them. Specifically,G is trained to
predict the original tokens that have been randomly replaced
by a [MASK] token within the input sequences; after which
G replaces the [MASK] tokens with fakes. Finally, D tries to
predict whether the tokens are original or fake.

Given an input sequence s of tokens s = w1,w2, . . . ,wn,
where wt (1 ≤ t ≤ n) represents the generic token (e.g.
character, sub-word or word), s is encoded into a sequence of
contextualized vector representations h(s) = h1, h2, . . . , hn
by both G and D.

For each position t for which wt = [MASK ], G outputs,
through a softmax layer, the probability p to generate a spe-
cific token wt :

pG(wt |s) =
e(wt )T hG(s)t∑

w′ exp(e(w′)T hG(s)t )
(11)

where e(·) is the embedding function e(·) : wt ∈ s −→ Rdim

where dim is the chosen embedding size.
While D predicts whether wt is original or not through a

sigmoid layer:

D(s, t) = sigmoid(e(wt )T hD(s)t ) (12)

where sigmoid(x) : x ∈ RN
−→ [0, 1].

G leverages this loss function for the pre-training phase:

LGen = LMLM = E(
∑
i∈m

− log pG(wi|smasked )) (13)

where smasked is the sentence with the masked words andm =

m1,m2, . . . ,mk are k random selected words.
Instead D uses this other loss function:

LDis = E(
n∑
t=1

−I(wcorruptt = xt ) logD(scorrupt , t)+

− I(wcorruptt ̸= xt ) logD(scorrupt , t)) (14)

where scorrupt is the altered sentence, while wcorruptt is the
altered word.

Finally, this combined loss is minimized:

min
θG,θD

∑
s∈χ

LGen(s, θG) + λLDis(s, θD) (15)

In this way, predictions are computed for each token and
the discriminator loss can be computed on all input tokens.
This is themain reason for the higher efficiency of ELECTRA
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compared to masked language models such as BERT, where
the model loss is calculated only on the masked tokens.
G is exclusively used for the pre-training phase, while D is

effectively used for fine-tuning on the specific task. As seen in
[48], a dense layer which uses a softmax activation function
is added to D, hence a cross-entropy loss function is used:

L =

n∑
i=1

− log(
esi,li∑k
j=1 e

si,cj
) (16)

where: n is the total number of labeled tokens, li is the label
of the ith token, k is the number of categories for the different
labels and cj is any of these categories. Furthermore, si,li
represents the score for the ith token evaluated as belonging
to its correct category li, while si,cj represents the score for
the same ith token evaluated as belonging to the category cj.

3) IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS
The pre-trained versions employed of BERT and ELECTRA
in the Italian language are those provided by the MDZ Dig-
ital Library team of the Bavarian State Library through the
Hugging Face framework.3 Specifically, the provided ver-
sions come in a standard variant and an XXL variant (those
employed), so the training corpora vary. In detail, while the
former relies on text collected through aWikipedia dump and
various collections from OPUS4 with 13 GB of final size and
about 2 billion tokens included, the latter case adds text from
the OSCAR corpus,5 reaching 81 GB and 13 billion tokens
included.

Such models, built on BERTBASE, involve by default the
use of a loss function of type Categorical Cross Entropy,
which, however, is suitable for multiclass classification.
In order to be able to combine, through the Label Pow-
erset problem transformation method, the labels related to
deceptiveness and sentiment polarity in order to exploit the
advantages given by relative feature extraction, a loss func-
tion of type Binary Cross Entropy (BCE6) was employed.
To improve numerical stability, use was made of a variant of
it with Logits (BCEwL7), which achieves this result through
combination with a sigmoid and the use of the LogSumExp
function (LSE8). Given N the batch size, the BCEwL for
single-label classification as employed in the proposed archi-
tectures can be described as:

l(x, y) = L = {l1, . . . , lN }
T ,

ln = −wn[yn · logσ (xn) + (1 − yn) · log(1 − σ (xn))]

(17)

A simple flowchart (Figure 1) of the process has been
included for completeness.

3https://huggingface.co/dbmdz/
4http://opus.nlpl.eu/
5https://traces1.inria.fr/oscar/
6https://pytorch.org/docs/stable/generated/torch.nn.BCE.html
7https://pytorch.org/docs/stable/generated/torch.nn.BCEWithLogitsLoss.

html
8https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/LogSumExp

FIGURE 1. A simple flowchart of the process.

TABLE 3. BERT and ELECTRA results.

IV. RESULTS
This section analyzes the results obtained from a quantita-
tive point of view, referring in particular to the accuracy
and F1 score values obtained depending on the experimental
setup.

Within Table 3 are the results obtained from the experi-
ments performed. The results reported are the result of an
experimental session in which each test case was repeated
5 times for each of the 5 different seeds used to shuffle the
original dataset, for a total of 25 experiments per test case:
those reported are the values obtained from the arithmetic
mean of the results. This mode was repeated for a training set
to test set ratio of both 90 to 10 and 80 to 20. The metrics con-
sidered for evaluating the results are accuracy, which provides
a score on the basis of exact predictions relative to the total,
and the F1 score (harmonic mean of accuracy and recall),
which takes into account not only exact predictions but also
their equal distribution among the different classes. In addi-
tion, the experiments were conducted taking into account
either deceptiveness alone, polarity alone or both labels com-
bined as illustrated in section II-C and implemented using the
BCEwL function as shown in section III-B3. For clarity, the
result reported with subscript M constitutes the value given to
the joint prediction of both labels, while the results reported
with subscript P or D are the values of the specific predictions
of polarity and deceptiveness, respectively, extracted from the
experimental session of joint prediction of both labels which
is indicated by the subscript M.

Looking at the results, there is a first general point to be
made: both architectures benefit from the simultaneous use of
the two labels. In fact, in both cases, there is a performance
improvement in moving from the classical single-label pre-
diction mode to the joint prediction mode using the proposed
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methodology, and this supports the goodness of the method
described in the article. In particular, BERT benefits from
improvements ranging in the range of 0.15% to 0.27%, except
for polarity in the 90/10 case where the improvement is much
more pronounced and is around 1.42%. The ELECTRA case
history, on the other hand, shows a fluctuating trend, with
higher average improvements contained between 0.30% and
0.39% or between 0.65% and 0.84%.

A further look allows us to verify that in both training set
to test set ratio scenarios, the BERT architecture succeeds
in achieving better results than ELECTRA when referring
to prediction on deceptiveness, while the scenario is more
complex in relation to polarity. In fact, in a single prediction
scenario, BERT is better when training set to test set ratio
is 80/20 and ELECTRA when training set to test set ratio is
90/10.While moving to the joint prediction scenario basically
a reversal of results occurs, whereby ELECTRA outperforms
BERT when training set to test set ratio is 80/20 and is
outperformed by BERT when training set to test set ratio
is 90/10: it is likely that the different architectural structure
affects BERT and ELECTRA to different degrees depending
both on the proportion of data between training and test set
and on the number of labels jointly predicted, and this could
be the subject of further future analysis following further
extension of the data set.

V. DISCUSSION
This section analyzes the results obtained from a qualitative
point of view, describing some peculiar case histories that
provide insights into the plausible motivations underlying the
results obtained from the tested language models.

Qualitative analysis was carried out using the AI explain-
ability tool called SHAP [49]: the approach of this tool is
to perturb the inputs of a model and observe the changes
in the output, so as to better understand the contributions
made by a specific feature, and is essentially based on the
calculation of Shapley values from coalitional game theory.
Specifically, this technique assumes that (1) the payoff is
represented by the prediction, (2) the players in each team
are the feature values of a data instance, and (3) the Shap-
ley values are those parameters that allow the payoff to
be redistributed equally among the features. Applying this
methodology to text, it evaluates the impact of the component
text fragments of an input sentence, i.e. the features, on the
prediction obtained from the language models also based on
Transformers architecture [50].

Therefore, employing SHAP provides valuable support
for the purposes of interpreting the possible reasons why
certain reviews within the validation dataset are more or less
easily recognized by BERT or ELECTRA. In addition, for
the purpose of making the analysis more straightforward,
it was preferred to look at models trained on 90 percent
of the dataset, so as to have a greater focus on the most
challenging texts to recognize. The results provided by this
tool, in the form of a bar graph, attempt to attribute to the
various constituent tokens of the sentence (as identified by

the specific tokenizer of the language model) a defined score
so as to try to specify their weight in the overall score given
to the sentence, i.e., the ‘‘probability’’ that it is truthful or
deceptive, keeping in mind that in this case the positivity of
the score indicates the deceptiveness of the sentence, while
the negativity of the score indicates truthfulness.

Furthermore, it is important to remember some useful
aspects of performing such an analysis, as 5 different runs
were performed for each of the 5 seeds used. First, it becomes
necessary to select a unique seed so as to fix the split of
dataset to be analyzed. Secondly, the results of all five runs
performed are reported by averaging in order to have an
unambiguous value related to the recognition ability for the
specific phrase: it is clear that in this case, having performed
5 runs, the possible percentages are 20, 40, 60, 80 or 100%.
Finally, the variability inevitably associated with the choice
of the model then employed in SHAP: while it is true that
the model chosen is the best obtained from that experimental
session, it is equally impossible to predict whether the model
selected is stronger or weaker in recognizing some phrases
rather than others, as the best model chosen is downstream of
the seed variation.

For example, the following Sentences 1 and 2 are taken
as example and the related Figures 2 and 3 show the results
provided by SHAP, employing BERT and ELECTRA in sin-
glelabel recognition versions on deceptiveness and multilabel
with focus on deceptiveness, denoted by superscript d and
subscripts S and M respectively.

Appena entrato sono stato esterrefatto, sia per
gentilezza e competenza del personale sia per
l’atmosfera intrigante ed enigmatica. La magia di
questo luogo mi ha catturato: ci ritornerò!
(English translation: As soon as I entered I was
stunned, both by the kindness and competence of
the staff and by the intriguing and enigmatic atmo-
sphere. The magic of this place captured me: I will
return!)

Dopo la recente passeggiata a spaccanapoli, posso
sicuramente dire che non ci tornerò. Non offre
nessuna esperienza in particolare e non c’è nulla
da vedere, nemmeno negozi o botteghe. Vorrei dire
a tutti che non conviene andarci perchè è tempo
sprecato.
(English translation: After the recent walk in spac-
canapoli, I can definitely say that I will not go
back there. It offers no experience in particular and
there is nothing to see, not even stores or boutiques.
I would like to tell everyone that it is not worth
going there because it is wasted time.)

The veracity of the proposed reviews is difficult to identify
for all models (they should be true, instead they are identi-
fied as deceptive), however, two different behaviors can be
distinguished.

In the case related to Sentence 1, the use of multilabel
models tends to ensure that there is a further deviation toward
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FIGURE 2. Sentence 1.

deceptiveness. In particular, it is interesting to note that in this
case the focus is on two weight words, namely competenza
(English translation: competence) and gentilezza (English
translation: kindness), which move from scores of −0.03 and FIGURE 3. Sentence 2.
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−0.04 (BERT) or −0.03 and −0.02 (ELECTRA) to +0.01
(both in BERT) and+0.03 (both in ELECTRA), respectively.
In addition, there is an overall redistribution of scores among
the tokens, but this leads to a further expansion toward decep-
tiveness: in fact, truthfulness increases from −0.19 to −0.07
(BERT) and −0.24 to −0.06 (ELECTRA), i.e. it decreases,
while deceptiveness increases from +0.94 to +1.02 (BERT)
and +0.29 to +0.72 (ELECTRA), i.e. it increases.
Differently, in Sentence 2, the models veer toward truth-

fulness. Again, some more weighty words, such as the inter-
rogative adverb perchè (English translation: because) and
the modifier sicuramente (English translation: definitely) that
can fulfill an adverb or interjection function for BERT and
ELECTRA respectively, tend to change scores, going from
0 to −0.04 and +0.03 to −0.02. The redistribution of scoring
that takes place among the tokens is different this time:
both BERT and ELECTRA see decreases in deceptiveness
scores, which fall from+0.95 and+0.80 to+0.47 and+0.31,
and increases in truthfulness scores, which instead rise from
−0.09 and −0.12 to −0.14 and −0.21 respectively.

This behavior highlights an important aspect: the use of
sentiment as a supporting label in a mechanism such as the
one proposed contributes to improving recognition ability by
going to condition the outcome. In other words, the model
chooses one class or the other with greater certainty.

Although the model behavior might appear to be inde-
pendent of whether the result is correct or not, a closer
analysis brings out a determining factor involving weight
tokens. Such tokens drive the turn from a grammatical point
of view; in particular, it is possible to infer a difference in
the parts of speech involved in the sentences. In the case of
Sentence 1 weight tokens are identified as common nouns
(i.e. competence and kindness), while in Sentence 2 they are
adverbs denoting an exclamatory or interjective function (i.e.
because), and redundant and entailed adverbs (i.e. definitely,
respectively [51]).
In the latter situation, therefore, a mechanism can be

detected that is intended to explain the rest in more detail,
detailing it, and therefore closer to a truthful situation that
is always more precisely described than misleading descrip-
tions that are harbingers of ambiguity as already pointed out
extensively in the literature. In conclusion, this case history
could be an interesting cue for further future investigation
and employ such a tendency as a ‘‘tracer’’ of model behavior
through the bias of precise grammatical elements.

VI. CONCLUSION
The work proposed in this paper contributes to enriching
the landscape of application areas of artificial intelligence
techniques, with particular reference to the field of NLP.
In detail, the in-depth techniques were tested through a new
data set created ad hoc for the detection of deceptive reviews,
helping to increase the availability of data specific to both the
field to which the reviews refer, i.e. cultural heritage, and a
low-resource language such as Italian. In addition, some per-
formance baselines were formed through modern language

models based on deep learning techniques such as BERT and
ELECTRA, adding experiments related to the possibility of
exploiting information content related to sentiment polarity
to detect the genuineness of reviews, obtaining promising
results in these directions.

One of the major limitations of the proposed approach is
related to the size of the data set employed, so its expansion is
posed as a goal for future work, with the hope of finding more
Italian-language data sets in the literature for the cultural
heritage sector. An additional reason for future investigation
is related to the possibility of extending the baselines and
adding further comparisons with other recent language mod-
els available in Italian.

From a general point of view, certainly the sentiment clas-
sification could benefit from a more granular approach, using
a more accurate classification scheme as in [52], as well as
further exploration could concern the use of topic modelling
to identify themes and areas of user interest within reviews.
Finally, the use of tools such as ChatGPT for future research
and e.g. the generation of fake reviews could provide further
yardsticks of comparison for the proposed dataset.
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